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Date:

Subject:

To:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

WASH I NGTON, D.C. 20504

August 15, 1969

NSSM 71 -

GENERAL O'CONNELL

1. Reference is made to the attached copy of NSSM 71.

2. This study directive indicates that the study will
include consideration of matters concerning "the com-
mitment of this government to a single global com-
mercial communications satellite system".

3. I discussed this with Morton Halperin of the NSC
Staff, who is aware of your interest in this project.
He said he will be the NSC Staff representative on
this study group and that he will insure that you are
brought into the project at the appropriate time.

4 0 /
Haakon Lindjord
Assistant Director

cc: General Lincoln
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 2050G
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National Security Study Memorandum 71 

TO:

August 14, 1969

The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Secretary of Commerce
The Director of Central Intelligence
The Director, Office of Science and Technology
The Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission
The Administrator, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration

The Director, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

SUBJECT: Advanced Technology and National Security

111,="51

The President has directed that a review be conducted of our policies
governing the access by foreign countries to certain advanced tech-
nologies vital to our national security. The review will consider nuclear
power reactors, ballistic missile systems, advanced computers, and
other scientific and technological devices and information whose acquisi-
tion from the United States by other nations would assist in the development
or improvement of independent national nuclear weapons capabilities or
strategic delivery systems.

The review should clarify the purposes and scope of existing policies
and discuss the major issues posed by the export of sensitive tech-
nologies worldwide and with respect to specific countries. As a result of
the review, recommendations should be offered on alternative policies
to regulate the export of these technologies and on various procedures for
policy implementation. Consideration of the impact. on friendly and hostile
governments should be included in reporting the assets and liabilities of
each option. More specifically in recommending alternatives, the report
should:

SECRET

Consider any further obligations of the United States
Government with regard to advanced technologies that
result from (a) the commitment of this government to
a single global commercial communications satellite
system, and (b) the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
should it come into force;
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-,explicit those .policies applicable to all countries;
when a pblicy is not universally applicable, adequate
guidelines should be prepared for identifying those
countries, or types of countries, to which it is directed;

Propose criteria to be applied in considering requests
for export licenses or for government financing of
foreign projects involving these advanced technologies;

Offer any necessary procedures to allow the United
States Government to monitor policies governing ad-

vanced technologies.

This review should give full consideration to the commitment of the

United States Government to international cooperation in the peaceful

application of nuclear and space technologies and to the necessity for

free exchange of scientific knowledge when national security is not

impaired. -

This review will be conducted by a committee to be chaired by a

representative of the Secretary of State. The committee will include

representatives of the addressees of this memorandum and the Assistant

to the President for National Security Affairs. The committee will for-

ward its report to the NSC Review Group by September 30, 1969.

41-

Henry A. Kissinger

cc: The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Director, Office of Emergency Prepare- dneis---_ _ _
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WAS

June 16, 1966

--CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR:

The Honorable
James O'Connell,
Special Assistant to the President
for Telecommunications.

I refer to my memorandum of May 13 which
established a Working Group under Mr. Pollack's
chairmanship for the International Cooperation
Subcommittee of the National Aeronautics and
Space Council. The Working Group, at its meeting of
June 9, completed a policy statement on coopera-
tion with ELDO which is attached. I would appre-
ciate very much your concurrence and any comments
you may have by June 2

U. Alexis J hn
Deputy Under Sec tary
for Political Af airs

Attachment:

Policy Statement
on Cooperation
with ELDO
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CONFIDENTIAL 

US COOPERATION WITH ELDO 

Background 

In the spring of 1966 the British Government began
the process of reconsideration of its participation in
ELDO. When it became apparent that this reconsideration
might lead to British withdrawal from ELDO, the United
States made known to the British and to certain other
members of ELDO its hope that the British would continue
their ELDO membership and participation. The United States
informed the British that a "U.S. position would be pre-
pared providing for cooperation with ELDO in the event
ELDO members desire such cooperation." At the meeting of
ELDO on June 9, Great Britain sought a reduction in the
British ELDO assessment. The decision to follow this
course of action rather than anticipated withdrawal from
ELDO was no doubt influenced by the severe European reac-
tion to the possibility of British withdrawal and to the
expressions of U.S. interest in the continuation of ELDO
and the U.S. willingness to cooperate with ELDO should
ELDO desire. Final decisions on the future of ELDO will
presumably be taken at its next meeting now scheduled for
July 7. It is therefore desirable to have available as
promptly as possible for contingency use the U.S. position
on cooperation with ELDO.

Policy Considerations 

The principal US interest in the continuation of ELDO
is political rather than programmatic. British withdrawal
from ELDO or ELDO's demise would adversely affect U.S.
foreign policy objectives in the following respects:

A. It would be unfortunate not only with respect to
British political relationships with the Continent and the
Common Market but also could have an adverse impact on
other European multilateral efforts.

B. The US prefers multilateral to national programs
of launcher development which might be stimulated in the
absence of ELDO.
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C. The US is concerned that, if ELDO were to be
dissolved, France will devote its resources to a national,
military-related program or that it may establish undesir-
able bilateral relationships for the construction of sat-
ellite launch vehicles.

D. The US feels that Europe's technological develop-
ment is in part dependent upon its participation in major
space activities involving highly advanced technology.

US Position 

It should be made known that the US stands prepared
to offer cooperation and assistance to ELDO, which would
contribute to the desirability from the European point of
view to the continuation of ELDO.

A. Conditions underlying cooperation -

In view of existing policies relating to INTELSAT
and the non-proliferation of ballistic missile delivery
capabilities contained in NSAMs 294 and 338, it is under-
stood that in responding to requests for cooperation by
ELDO, US cooperation would be subject to government-to-
government agreement that:

I. ELDO members would honor their INTELSAT
commitments (i.e.: adherence to the single global commercial
communications satellite system).

2. Launcher vehicles, components and technology
would not be used for advancement of natioral nuclear mis-
sile delivery capability nor be provided to non-ELDO countries.

B. Areas of US cooperation and assistance -

We are prepared to provide the following to ELDO:

I. General assistance applicable to both short
andlong range ELDO projects.

CONFIDENTIAL 



a. Training - Participation by ELDO nom-
inees in NASA seminars for technical management training
in such subjects as PERT and Companion Cost System, Reli-
ability and Quality Assurance in Specific Systems, Testing
and Checkout, Systems Compatibility, Incentive Contracting.

b. Facilitating export licenses for ELDO
requirements, including an extension of the ELDO export
certification process (originally adopted for UDMH) to
cover the procurement of other launch vehicle and ground
support equipment hardware. (A device to give ELDO items
priority and access beyond European national vehicle pro-
grams.)

c. Use of NASA test facilities.

d. Designation within NASA of a technical
office specifically to serve in an expediting and assisting
role for ELDO.

2. Short range assistance in the proposed recon-
figuration of ELDO-A.

a. Recision of theFebruary 15, 1962 cut-
off date for the transfer of Atlas Technology under the
original Blue Streak agreements between Rocketdyne and
Rolls-Royce (engine) and General Dynamics and Hawker-
Siddeley Dynamics (stage).

areas as:
b. Technical advice and assistance in such

(1) Multi-stage vehicle integration.

(2) Stage separation.

(3) Range organization, lay-out, and
equipment as related to the ELDO
vehicle

(4) Synchronous orbit injection tech-
niques.

CONFIDENTIAL 
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c. Procurement of unclassified Hight
hardware in the US including such items as the Miniature
Integrating Gyro (NIG) strapped-down "guidance" (auto-
pilot) package used on the Scout vehicle. This has already
been exported to Japan.

3. Long range assistance in the development of
follow-up ELDO projects using high-energy cryogenic upper
stages (e.g. ELDO-B).

a. Access to related US experience and
technology as available in the Atlas-Centaur system through
technical documentation and contacts.

b. Bring ELDO technical personnel into in-
timate touch with problems of systems design, integration,
and program management of a high-energy upper stage such as
the Centaur.

c. Consideration of joint use of a high-
energy upper stage developed in Europe.

4. To supplement ELDO-A launch services the US
will sell launch services for scientific and applications
satellites to Western European and other countries as
deemed appropriate.

CONFIDENTIAL 



F.31.41C Meeting No. 1

ContiTtittb..e on Expanded International Cooperation in 
Space Activities 

Subject: Cooperation Involving Launchers and Launching Technology

In his letter of May 13 U. Alexis Johnson, who was named
Chairman of the internal committee of the Space Council on March 23
to exanain expanded international cooperation in space activities,
advised the head of each agency represented that Mr. .Pollack would
chair a meeting at 3:00 p.m., Thursday, May 19 for the purpose
of discussing one facet of the subject, namely cooperation involving
launchers and launching technology. In the reference letter it was
also stated that pertinent documents wculd be forwarded prior to
the convening of the meeting.

Background

The purpose of addressing this particular facet of expanded
cooperation stems from the uncertainty as to the future of ELDO.
On February 16 it was announced in the UK that the UK was considering
withdrawal from ELDO, to which it contributes 38% of the budget.
The possibility of UK withdrawal is motivated largely by budgetary
concern and doubts as to the cost effectiveness of the British
investment in ELDO.

There is general concern about the dissolution of ELDO as
there are both political and economic advantages. in the multilateral
framework for launcher development. In such a framework rocket
programs tend to be more open, serve peaceful uses and are subject
to international control and absorb manpower and financial resources
that might otherwise be diverted to purely national programs. National
rocket programs tend to concentrate on militarily significant solid
or storable liquid fueled systems, are les 4 open, and less responsive
to international controls. Any break up of ELDO might lead to
strengthening national programs tending in the latter direction.

Thought has been given preliminarily to the possibility of
U. S. expanding cooperation with ELDO which would involve the
supply of non-storable liquid fueled rocket technology. There are
indications that this might be attractive to ELDO and. there is reason
to believe that a cooperative offer could be designed and implemented
in such a manner as not to conflict with current U. S. non-proliferation
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objectives and guidelines. Such cooper
ation might, in fact,

assist in the U. S. non-proliferation effo
rt by chanelling resources

in the non-storable liquid fueled road 
rather than solid or storable

liquids.

Recently the Department has been informed (Embassy Pari
s

Confidential Airgram 2138, of May 5, 1966
 and. Embassy London

Confidential telegram 5292 of May 6, as we
ll as through conversations

with interested individuals) that the Unit
ed. Kingdom has reviewed

its earlier position and will probably con
tinue with the development

of the ELDO-A booster for ultimate laun
chings of communications

and. other types of earth orbiting satellites
. The Department was

informed. by Mr. Max Mayer (Annex H) th
at there is "nothing that

can be done at this state in Lime to assist 
in the development of

ELDO-A" through the export of technology b
ut that assistance would.

probably be required in up-rating ELDO-
A to place communications

satellites in synchronous orbit. Embassy
 London (Embtel 5292)

stated among other things that the "only 
real solution to ELDO

assistance appears to be a relaxation in de
pth of the U. S. attitude

toward multilateral vehicle development
".

A decision is to be taken by a meeting o
f the ELDO Council

to be convened on June 9 on the future
 role of the United Kingdom in

ELDO and ELDO itself. There is reason to belieVe that the decision

taken at this meeting will be to continue with
 the development of

ELDO-A for the purposes outlined above and
 that it is possible in

not too distant future the US will be asked 
to contribute technology

for the up-rating of the ELDO-A vehicle.

The principal purpose of this meeting is to review existing

U. S. policy or interpretation thereof and to begin
 to identify types

of technology and hardware involving cryogenic fueled booster
s which

can be exported without contributing significantly to the Unite
d States

policy of non-proliferation.

Pertinent background material and dis,cussion papers are

enclosed as follows:

Tab A - Background paper on ELDO Organimtion

Tab B - Some Political Aspects
Tab C - U. S. Cooperation with ELDO, Arms Control

Considerations.

SECR,ET
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Tab D - NSAM 294 Discussion Papers
Tab E - Communications Satellite Technology (NSAM. 338)
Tab F - Memorandum for the Record, the Vice President's

meeting with German Minister of Science
Gerhard Stoltenberg

Tab G - Memorandum for the Files, Conversation with
Sir Solly Zuckerman of the U. K.

Tab H - Memorandum of Conyerson wi Mr. Max Mayer

May 17, 1966

T. H. E. Nesbitt
• Secretary

SECRET
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EUROPEAN LAUNCHER DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION

PURPOSE 

The ELDO Convention states that its purpose is
"the development and construction of space vehicles
launchers for peaceful applications."

BACKGROUND 

Organization initiated by UK in 1960 to salvage
her Bluestreak IRBM investment. Agreement was signed
in London on March 29, 1962 with ratification by the
Parliaments of member countries completed in March
1964.

MEMBERS - ASSESSMENTS 

UK 38.797 Italy 9.787
France 23.937 Belgium 2.857
FRG 22.01% Netherlands 2.647

Australia Woomera Range

ORGANIZATION 

Council - Composed of two delegates from each Member
State - determines the general policy and programs,
defines main features of and plans for financing, distri-
butes work among member states, and appoints the Secretary-
General. Each member State has one vote. Council meets
at least twice a year.

Secretary-General and Staff - The Secretary-General is
the principal executive officer of the Organization and
its legal representative. He is assisted by a Technical
Director, an( Administrative Director, and the necessary
technical and administrative staff.
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Council Officers 

President
Vice Presidents

Chairman, Finance Comm.
Vice Chairman, Finance Comm.
Chairman, Scientific and
Technical Committee

Vice Chairman, Scientific
and Technical Committee

Headquarters Officers  (Paris)

Secretary General

Technical Director
Director General, Initial
Program

Administrative Director
Director General, Future
Programs

Guenther Bock (Germany)
A.C.Paternotte de la Vaillee
A. J. Marx
A. Goodson
V. Douxchamps

J. Corbeau

A. J. Marx

Amb. R. Carrobio di Carrobio
(Italy)

W. H. Stephens (UK)

P. M. Girardin
H. M. Costa

FIELD FACILITIES 

Launching Area (28 miles from Woomera)

Largely made available from existing facilities.

Woomera Technical Area (Woomera)

De-greasing plant and LOX plant with storage.

Range Equipment 

Buildings, communications, etc.

Salisbury (near Adelaide)

Buildings and LOX listing facilities.

France 

Test facilities for liquid propulsion systems,
structures, aerodynamic and aerothermic tests, computers,
and vibration test equipment.
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UK

LOX plant, component testing facilities, engine
test stands, missile test areas.

PROGRAMS 

ELDO A

Under the guidance of preparatory group, work on
this program actually started long before full ELDO rati-
fication. It was to provide a launcher system capable
of launching a one-ton satellite into a 270 mile circular
orbit by 1967 as follows:

1st stage
2nd stage
3rd stage
Satellites
Telemetry
Radio Guidance
Launch Site

UK Bluestreak
France Cora lie
Germany
It
Netherlands
Belgium
Australia

The original cost estimate in 1962 for this program
was $200 million. In 1965 the estimate was up to $300
million and is currently $420 million. The launch date
for the 1st satellite is now 1968. Considerable doubt
particularly in the UK has arisen concerning the advisa-
bility of continuing this program (See article in Science 
March 18, 1966).

ELDO B 

Various programs have been reported but so far as
is known no specific program for a follow-on to ELDO A
has been adopted. Present indications are that the
Bluestreak or modification will be used as a booster
for any follow-on program.

If the ELDO B program is defined and funds are made
available work could begin in late 1966 or early 1967.
Stephens has indicated that the key to the follow-on pro-
gram is the development of an upper-stage liquid hydrogen-
oxygen engine producing about six tons of thrust.
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COOPERATION WITH NASA

Cooperation between NASA and ELDO has been limited

to discussions between ELDO and NASA personnel and

orientation type visits of ELDO personnel to NASA

installations. It should be noted, however, that tech-

nology made available to the UK for Bluestreak was made

available to ELDO with US concurrence.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SCI - Er. Nesbitt

EUR/RFE - LeRoy F. Pei:CI al, Jr.

ELDO - Some Political Aspects

Discus3ion:

CONFIDENTIAL

DATE: May 17, 1966

ELDO was created at British initiative as a "European" corollary to the UK's
application for entry into the Common Market which de Gaulle vetoed in
January 1963. ELDO was a symbol of a UK desire for European cooperation
then. It has the same significance today. British withdrawal would raise
doubts in the minds of their partners about British bona fides with respect
to European cooperation. It would probably have spillover affects in ESRO
and would make their ELDO partners, the six Common Market countries, dubious
about British "European" intentions. The continental European members
clearly would be disturbed at British withdrawal and have various contingencies
under consideration should this happen. They would regard such a British
action as an indicator of the UK's insensitivity to political considerations
when a NATO crisis confronts them all. The demise of the one multilateral
organization other than the WEU consisting of the Six and the UK would be a
symbolic blow to European unity. It would raise doubts about the ability of
the Six and the UK to deal multilaterally with major projects of mutual
interest. In all likelihood, it would lead to cfforts to develop launchers
either by the Six alone or nationally. These political considerations will
probably be factored into any final British decision.

Were the British to withdraw, the Six might well carry on with ELDO (the
Germans have certainly considered doing so). Another outcome could be the
development of national programs for launcher development which would be
undesirable from an arms control -- non-proliferation standpoint. France
is currently the only likely candidate to embark on such a course.

While the decision of whether to continue ELDO is essentially a European
one, from a U.S. point of view it appears desirable that launcher development
for peaceful purposes be conducted in an open multilateral framework.
Imperfect as the ELDO organization may be, it is preferable to individual
national launcher programs. Moreover, we attach importance to the UK's
maintaining its ties with the key Continentals until it is in a position again
to decide to seek entry into the Common Market. Finally the maintainence of
this multilateral organization for European cooperation when NATO is under
severe stress is politically consequential. There are therefore several
political reasons why continued European cooperation in ELDO would be
desirable.

Although a stronger multilateral organization with greater institutional
integration than ELDO would be preferable, a going organization has the
advantages mentioned above and its demise might set in train potentially
unfortunate consequences. We should ascertain how much support may be
developed in Europe for the Italian idea of melding ELDO and ESRO. Moreover,
we should examine whether there are ways in which the U.S. might help ELDO.





U. S. COOITRATiOA WITH E! ,DO:
ARMS CONTROL CONS1DERATLONS (U)

1. Multilateratism. Western Europe's yoc.ct capabiililes
will con Linue to grow, regardless of any aci ithe U.S. mi_ht
Lake. These capabilities could evolve in pa, cern:; wnich •cL,1
counter to the U. S. non-proliferaLiun objective oi prLvehting
the further spread of independent ballistic missile forces as
reflected in NSAM 294. If ELDO collapses or coatinues to
experience serious financial and technical problems, nation,LL
rocket programs in Europe will probably receive greater emphasis
U. S. interests would appear to be best served when foreign
rocket, developments are carried out on a mulciiaLccal basis.
Multilateral programs generally tend to be "opea". They also
absorb resources that could otherwise be diverted to national
programs.

20 .Lt2pact on National Prol;rams. U. S. cooperation wiCh
ELDO resulting in successful present and future. ELDO projects
would help maintain and possibly enhance the degree of multi-
lateral rocket activities in Western Europe, thus most likely
diminishing national rocket efforts over the long run. The
U. K. may withdraw from ELDO on the basis of its desires Lo
Lighten expenditures. However, over the luw,'; run the U. R.
may face increased internal pressures to apply the resources
it had planned to contribute to ELDO Lo the development of an
indigenous small satellite launc'h vehicle based on the black.
Arrow. The FRG may expand its rocket efforts and develop a
peaceful space capability which will not neccarily be
restricted by the WEU Treaty. There is also the possibility
that. a Franco-German joint rocket program could eventually bo
instituted. France already has a fairly advanced solid-fueled
missile .effort, which will undoubtedly continue with or without_
ELDO. The advantage of keeping France in ELDO is, LhOEQ_LOE0,
largely political. Other European nations, of course, are far
away from satellite launch. capabilities. The imm .dinte missile
non-proliferation benefits of cooperating with ELDO in terms
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of 1)1eve11t:Li-1g national nuclear forces 1.com sprcoding ifidi
be great; however, the loh.a-ranLe benefits associated with
multilateralism can be significant.

3. Solid-Fueled Rockets. if European 1,ot:ions dtvotc
their ma ]or attention to national rocket pcoram3, solid-tueled
rather than non-storable liquid-fuoled rocket LechnoLoy
probably be given Lhe higher priority. This result. could have
additional missile proliferation problems cegarding third-
country sales by Europe. Solid-fueled rockets have 11101:

potential military significance than non-sLorabLe liquid-iucled
rockets U. S. assistance to ELDO could make iL attract:Lye
for European nations to channel more of their 1'esuu1ce3 iii to
non-storable liquid-fueled rocket technolo,y associated with
a vigorous ELDO program, without contributing significantly
to the spread of solid-fueled rockets or causing serious
concern over storable liquids. Moreover, the U. S. could
strengthen its missile non-proliferation objectives through
cooperation with ELDO to the extent that Western Europcan
nations invest resources which could otheLwise be applLed
nationally in programs potentially asadvaniageous to U. S.
interests.

4. Additional Benefits. U. :3. cooperation with Um) can
offer additional benefits relative to missLic non-proliferation,
such as providing a basic policy framework for U. S. rocket:-
related export decisions and procodure. it could oCfer an
alternative to the U. S. pursuing similar projects with iwnly
individual nations on a bilateral basis which could create
political and technical complications. Through cooperation,
the U. S. can also gain a bel- v__or understanding oC Western
Europe's rocket intentions and capabilities. lsturthermore, a
viable ELDO with U. S. involvement can help precLude greater
Soviet space cooperation in Europe.

5. Sflace _caapration vs. Nucicar Prolicratjon. A.;
reflected in the recent offer to cooperate wiLh ESR.1), Lite U. S.
appears to be genuinely interested in cooperating with Western
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Wrope in the space field. Nevert.ncless, a coaLianed

reluctance to assist Western Europe in Lhe ;;I:ca of ruce,

technology could have an adverse efact on possible space

cooperation in other areas by C: LCL'L)dL.L11g icolLn65 uhaL Ln,2.

U. S. is contributing to Europe's Yemaining ''second class" In

space. European nations wish to gain Lite presio,

benefits, and responsibility associated wit:h s.i itIeaii :,L),Ace

efforts, and are particularly interested in actainiu a iiquid-

fueled satellite launch vehicle capability on a mulLilaLe,:al

basis. Thus, in the spirit of Secretary N.:.Namaca's sLaLe,A2at

to the Space Council, U. S. nuclear non-proliferation goilis

con he strengthened to the extent that European nation:; can

view successlul space activities ;13 an nalLel:aative" to nuclea
r

weapons and invest their resources accordingly.

6. SafcLunrdin, Assistance. Depending upon economi_c,

technical, and political considerations, U. Sy (tsistance to

ELDO—in current and future projects—could involve activI_Lies

ranging from providing rocket subaL;Jemblic:; or booster systems

to helping in specific aspects of fockcL tuchlioloi;y. it appears

feasible to structure a program of rtlquid-fueled rockuL

cooperation which maximics the chance of European acceptance

while minimizing U. S. missile proLifcratiou conceru:;. ia

order to further reduce proliferation dangeYs i U.. S. rocket

export policies could be modified in accordance with tile

Government-agreed program of ELI)() cooperation, and tiles provide

a framework for handling individual problcms arising under

NSAM 294. Also, other politiaal and Legal "safeguards" can

be placed on a cooperative effort. From aa arms control

standpoint, the optimum Corm of cooperation would be Loi: the

U. S. to provide virtually complete launch vehicles and 
verify

their expenditures; however, it is doubtful that this e:Jccmc

would he either acceptable or desirable in the ELDO sLtuaLion.

7. Present or Future CooeyraCion. IICCaUSO the present-

gencraLLon ELDO program is well alotv, the road towards cotitpie-

tion, despite its many problems, it would appear diffi
cuAL for

the U. S. to find room for offering technical assisian
ce.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Therefore, the U. S. should focus on ways c)1 wuzidng wiLn

ELDO at the present time to plan a mutually beneEiciaL

cooperative program for subsequent ELDO launch vehicle projects

in the context of European space objectives and consisLent with

U. S o policy objectives.

ACDA/ST:JIIKahan:p1 5/13/66
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S7CITT April 6, 1966

To: ACDA - Mr. Van Doren
AEC - Mr. O'Donnell
COMMERCE - Mr. Tollin
DEFENSE - Mr. Barber'
NASA - Mr. Barnes

, WHITE HOUSE - Mr. .Bator

From: Scott George, Chairman, NSAM 294 Review Croup

Subject: Guidelines for Implementation of NSAM 294

For about a year now the various licensing and advising
agencies have been considering individual NSAM 294 cases against
the attached guidslines. You will recall that after having been
worked out by our group, they were recommended for implementa-
tion purposes by Acting Deputy Under Secretary Thompson onc.1„ --
approved March 9, 1.965 by McGeorge Bundy. As I see it, the-:
guidelines are aimed at enabling vs to carry out a select-I:ye,
effective, time-coining "interference" with the French national
program, both in warhead and delivery vehicle terms, by deny-
ing the export of really key items intended for use in that
program and unavailable elsewhere. We have tried to look
at proposed exports to other countries in essentially the
same terms, but this is a much more difficult job, the reason
being simply that France is at present the only real target
country, and if there is not an actual national program
against which to weigh the pros and cons of a given export,
there is little basis on which to weigh a NSAM 294 decision.

T. have been reviewing these guidelines, both in the light
of general developments abroad and of the recent discussion in
the Space Council concerning expanded space cooperation with
foreign countries. Here T am thinking in particular of Secre-
tary McNamara' s. remarks about - the desirability of lib:eralized
export of technology.

It seems to me that the present guidelines are still valid
In terms of carrying out the objective of NSAM 294., and that
they pose no impediment to expanded space or other cooperation
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which does not have a direct relationship to national nuclear
weapons/delivery vehicle capabilities° I would like to gei:
ycur view, however; and in order to systematize matters, would
appreciate receiving from you by April 20 any suggestions you
have os to continuation of or changes in the NSAM 294 guidelines.
D3pendinz on how your views run, we can then get together to
essess the situation.

Attachment:

A9 stated,

0-,pies to:

State: orm r. Mr. Meyers
VE - Mr, Beigel
r/MDC - Mr, McFadden
cirm-mc .-, Mr, Sipes
SCT - Mr, Nesbitt

DOD:

CTA:

Mr, Murray

G/PM:SCeorge:jdd:4/6/66

IE.O. 13526, section 3.3(b)(1)
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Conc3iiq ons:

1. Me purpose of the policy set forth in NSAM 294

is to use export denial, as one means of achieving effective

control over material, equipment and technology which any

nation'!: seeks to acquire for use in an independent nuclear

we delivery vehicle program, and which would

significantly benefit such program.

2. Adequate legislative authority and export control

rechnnisms already exist within the U.S. Government to assure

that all items of potential concern in ITSPA 294 terms Come

within the cogn17ance of the appropriate export licensing

authorities, either AEC, Ctate, or Commerce.

3. The tasks of the lirenstng authorities are therefore

(1) to make sure that procedures are in effect which are

adequate to Identify all proposed export items falling under

mAm 294 ond (2) to establish the best possible judgment on
th2 following:

a. The technical, economic, quality, and timing

Importance of the item to the national weapons

program.

b. The use actually Intended fcr the item.

c. The alternative sources outside the U.S. for

the item or a comparable substitute.

Tn practical terms, the U.K. is at present exemptc'l from

this policy, since we ore cooperating with thlt country exte*,-

sively in both the nuclear weapons and delivery vehicle areas.

Tile policy Is also not relevant to Bloc countries, since more

stringent policies are governing with respect to them.

gEGRET• • .11
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4. These items which are clearly intended for use in
a national program, would significantly and directly benefit
that program in terms of timing, quality, or cost, and are
unavailable in comparable substitute form elsewhere than the
U.S. are to be denied.

5. Those items intended for other uses, or of only marginal
benefit to the national program, or available elsewhere than
the U.S. without undue difficulty or delay, will normally be
anprovcd. Other than Mkt 294 considerations may come into
play, however (Atomic Energy legislation, Nuclear Test ran
Treaty, political considerations, other U.S. policies, etc.),
end individual decisions must take these into account.

6. trlyt.le NSAN 294 is of general application, France, under
her present policies, is the major target country now and for
the immediate future. Nevertheless exports to all other coun-
t771en mint be continuously evaluated in terms of both the
potential and intention o7 the recipient country to engage in
a national program.

7. ro new control mechanisms or formalized inter-agency
committees are required, but improved coordinallon, exchange
of views and contrali7od compilations of case-by-case emperi-
ence nre needed. To the extent feasible, definite lists o'f
commodities and related technologies of importance in NFAM
2. terms should be developed in order to make the ccrtrols
most effective. The agoncies with technical competence in the
area (177e therefore continuing to work on improving present
lints. It is recognized, however, that the relative and shift-
irn; nature of the NM 294 control problem probably moans that•
irlividual decisions will necessarily continue to be mostly of
rn rd ho_ c nature.

re-%oommeNnriatiOnS:

1. Each agency concerned (State, D-!fonse, AEC, Commerce,
NASA) should name a single senior staff level representative
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to have general responsibility within that agency for IMAM
294 matters.

2. These representatives should keep in close touch
with cach other and with all concerned areas within their
own agencies, the purpose being to ensure that NAM 294 cases
nrising within or referred through normal channels to their
agencies get adequate and expeditious consideration under the
criteria outlined above.

3. nese representatives should also be constituted as
on in:f7ormal VSAM 294 Peview Group, meeting under State chair-
mnnshin once a month o as necessary, and Including additional
participation from their own agencies as desirable. The purpose
will be to continue to explore ways and means to improve inter-
agency coordination, Ofreuss imp)ementation problems which may
have arisen, study decisions reached in individual cases of a
precedent value or with unusual features, bnijd up a central
body of tTS.C.71 294 experience, and ma'ke recommendations for
change in policy or procedures to their respective agencies
as may be required.

4. The intelligence community should be requested .to
provide the Pevicw Croup on a regular basis with evaluations
of additional-country potential and intention to engage in
nuclear weapons programs, to assist the group in achieving
the purpose mentioned In paragraph 6 above.

SECRET,
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NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C. 20546

Mr. Scott George, Chairman
NSAM 294 Review Group, Department of State

Director, Cooperative Projects Division
Office of International Affairs

NSAM 294 Guidelines

Your April 6 memo suggesting a re-examination of the "Conclusions and
Recommendations of NSAM 294 Working Group" is most timely, and I
appreciate your asking my views. In brief, I agree that they are
still valid; however, their significance appears to have been incompletely
appreciated by some in application to specific Munitions Control cases:

I. Conclusion #4 states that the prohibitions are to apply to "items
which are clearly intended for use in a national  (strategic delivery
of nuclear weapons) program... ". There should therefore be a presumption
of approval for items destined for use in regional programs such as ESRO
and ELDO, but this does not appear to have been the case in practice.

2. Conclusion #4 also refers to items which would "significantly and 
directly" benefit nuclear weapons and strategic delivery development
programs, but in practice NSAM 294 has sometimes been invoked where
the connection appears hypothetical and potential. An example: cryogenic
liquid propulsion systems could theoretically be used in a strategic
delivery system. But we all recognize that France is pursuing a delivery
system based upon a totally different technology. Therefore, it appears
inconsistent with the "significant and direct" criterion to impede execution
of the Rocketdyne/SEPR, development program (see our March 42_)
memorandum to Dr. Margrave).

3. Inadequate recognition appears to have been given to the advancing
state of European space-related technology. As an example, take guidance
and control, an admittedly ambivalent area with both civil arid strategic
applications. Munitions Control Case No. 1167 proposed a technical
assistance agreement between American Bosch Arma Corporation and AIOl
of France involving the Arrna G-16 (Dynatune) gyro. Clearly a gyro of
this type could potentially contribute to a strategic delivery
capability. However, supporting documents suggest that gyros of
comparable performance and weight characteristics are already available
to France. In this particular case, we have recommended that the
Department verify such availability prior to acting on the proposed
export. If such a capability already exists in :Europe, it again appears
contrary to the 'unavailable in comparable substitute form" guideline to
Cd0Q4 the export..

Yonr
t;j: • ; ficd CR,ET /7-
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Revision of the "Conclusions" will not in itself resolve the above
problems, nevertheless, I suggest the following minor changes to
Conclusions #4 and #5 with a view towards clarifying their intended
application (changes underlined).

"4. Only those few critical  items which are clearly intended
for use in a national program would significantly and directly
benefit that program in terms of time and quality or cost, and
are unavailable in comparable substitute form elsewhere than
the US are to be denied.

"5. Those items intended for other uses, e.g., multilateral
programs such as ELDO and ESRO, items which are of only
marginal benefit to the national program, or which are
available elsewhere than the US without undue difficulty or
delay, will normally be approved..."

Original signed by

Richard J. H. Barnes

cc: SCI, Mr. Nesbitt, Dept. of State
MC, Mr. Sipes, Dept. of State

I/Mr. Frutkin
CP
File: NSA M 294

Prep:RJHBarnes:ss 4/15/66

SECIZET
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amt 336 of sertember 35, 1965 establishes policy concernliag %kited
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ellite

emabilities. This policy etatemset limits the flew of AdVaZ1041 technology

tam the United States to Amiga countries. In addition, it controls

lamb tedusalogy sod lammeh services.

3. Mena

(1) each action weld alloy United States firms to enter cooperative
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reasted purposes cs space broadoastingo aeronautical services, maritime

eerviees, etc. A farther ammonite advents.s would oceur from the spin-off

of technology for the consumer sad other imisstries.

(3) Such action by the United states Government releasing United States

technological data mould appeal greatly to the NATO oftutries not only

eeeaomically but also politieally. It should also give them a "psyehologloal

through meaniegfUl participation in the space age.

(4) rnsofar es the %Sated States is concerned, a gesture of this

msgsitede should streegthea cur position fOr the 190 negotiations whee the

gweeset interim Coast Agpmememt Melt 5646) will be reviewed and a permanent

arrengement establiNhed. rt is our hope that generally the preseut arrangements

including the role of memagerighip for the Wilted States can be oontimmed

beveled 1970.

4. ;wits,

(1) Such action could involve a. foreign exehmage loss to the United

States of upwards ts MO minion dollars in the next 4 or 5 year period on

hardware for the glebe,' system. This assumes foretga firms could utilise this

%Outset knowledge quickly, trenslate the result into products for the

pates. and compete effectively with United States indastry. In reality, this
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also WIPSUMWO that other *Gantries might with their own resources develop a
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(2) the release of technical information only to NATO COUntriell would

cause political problems with Japan and other countries having a potential

ammmfacturing capability is this area us such action would be dimariminehory.

(3) It would temd to encourage the establistimmt of separate comasication

satellite systems, for regiomal or national purposes, Which result would be

is direet conflict to current United States policy providing for the establishment

of a simile gAnbal commercial conmintications satellite system.

(4) Release of timbales]. infornaticat would require aansadammt of INIAN 338

of apptelber 15, 1965 to permit the Munitions Control Beard to licemse United

States fixes to release the technioal knoewhow in this aroa. action would

not moms problem' for our NATO allies, on the contrary, it would constitute

a major gain to their techmalogioal ability and woad be welcomed. Now it

could be ueed to induce noes cooperation in NATO is another natter. it is not

elear, moreover, whether this action by itself, inamdios release of WOrMitiOR

to all NATO countries exespi Frenee, would necessarily anoour4O0 'mance to

come baek into the fold 02,14ght tend to force them into closer collaboration

with the Soviets, who else have technical competence in this field.

5* 92101129!

(1) IginDviag restrictions on miasma to foreign countries of communication

entellite technology sow eyelid not appreciably effort attainment United

Mites ob4ectives.

Tbe removal of restrictions to all couttries, excluding oountries

oovered by COCON ',striation, would constitute a major improvement to the

!Mated States negotiating position for the 1969 negotiations to estab
lish v.

perameet organization for aresam air rewired by Article IX of the Agreement
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ism 333 of September 15, 1965 establishespolicy concerning United

$emess emeietemes in the development of foreign communisations satellite
capabilities. This policy statement limits the flow of advanced
technology from the Gaited States to foreign countries; by indirection
it also controls liana technology smd services. Additioaally„ the

1114M exPreolows Pa*, in regards to use by allied nations of the Unite
d

States national defense commications satellite syeten.

MAK 33d hms seminal as an instrument of moo-proliferation of
both eonsemial end xedime (governmental) conmnaLeations satellite
OpetemS. Conmereely, the INK has also served as a political irritant
thmagh Its imbibition. to the flow of teshmalegy from the Milted
Motes to other matiame.

Praliatmary coesideeetimes of the advantages and dinadvantages of
relaxing the restrietioss on release of coannications satellite
technol4gy have led to that conclusions that

1) Such relegation mould not appreciably at the sttelaunt
of United notes dojestives concerning nen-prolifteratinge O samminications
satellite spasm

2) Such relaxation mould improve the Salted States position with
feral. countries in both the political and indestrial as.
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD May 11, 196G

SUBJECT: Vice President's Meeting with FRG iViiiiister of
Science Gerhard Stoltenberg on May 10, 1966

Attendees:

Items discussed:

The Vice President
Minister of Science Gerhard Stoltenberg

E. Heinrich Knappstein
Mr. Wolfgang Opfermann
Dr. Bretsch
Dr. Max Mayer
Dr. E. Tremi
Dr. Williams (AinEinb, Bonn)
Miss Ingebor liViehmatt (interpretor)
Mr. Hermann Pollack, State
Mr. Trevanion Nesbit; State
Dr. E. C. Welsh
Dr. John E. Rielly
Colonel Donald W. Paffel

The Vice President spoke of Dr. Stoltenberg's visit and urged hini
to extend it to include visit to Cape Kennedy.

The Vice President referred to Dr. Seaborg's letter to him regarding
termination of the bilateral agreements and continuation of the multi-
lateral peaceful atomic program.

Dr. Stoltenberg stated there was no real problem with the atomic
energy exchange program -- that the real problem was in the space
effort. Dr. Stoltenberg further stated the hard question is how far
the European countries will jointly pursue their space efforts and to
what degree. He predicted a slow decision; but that the FRG is
endeavoring to stimulate joint participation, Dr. Stoltenberg said
he would seek to expand bilateral small space projects with the U.S.
while awaiting the major decision on ESSRO and ELDO. lie spoke
of the need for a physical technical satellite program.

Mr. Pollack lauded the FRG space effort and stimulation of multi-
lateral projects.

DECLASSIFIED

Authority  W& 1 
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The Vice President stated his candid opinion that U.S. idiOn. be
trying to do too much alone; that we were hard at work internally
to find ways and means of cLc.panding international cooperation. lie
opined that European projects should be new areas ui endeavor and
not just expa.nsions of current U.S. progruns, a Jupiter probe
(a. beginner -- not a tailender) that FRG ancl other European countries
must put more into space programs if they are to build a sound com-
petitive technological base to exploit spin-off benefits to their
societies.

Dr. Stoltenberg said he believed the ESSRO program \VU6 a good oak.:

but that ELDO wa.s critical. He spoke of Great Britain's problem of

space projects vs. computers and a.vailable finance:3; of France's

state of turmoil re spa.ce projects and concluded with an agreement

with the Vice President that multilateral projects must be increased

(at least for this long range benefits) but opinion that small bilateral
projects would stimulate the multilateral ones.

The Vice President spoke of U.S. federal support to educational

institutions (primarily through space pcojects). lie then opined tha.t

the President invitation to the Chancellor opened a door fur cooperative
ventures; that a failure to respond would result in increased pre.,,ures

in the U.S. to "go it alone" -- (that the open hand grows cold fast Ulla

in turn forces bilateral a.pproaches). Ile opined that the French have

a lesson to learn in the financial costs of "going it alone"; that both

bilaterally and multilaterally the 1.1HG could do a valuable service by

"baking the biscuits while the stove was hot" -- the consultive leader-

ship of the FRG with the European communities would establish a

platform -- stimulate the press -- a.rouse public interest and support

and a.ssist in finding space projects.

Dr. Stoltenberg spoke again of Great Britain's problems, of the

French attempts for USSR cooperation. lie couldn't predict if ELDO

could survive a Great Britain withdrawal since this would mean higher

budgets for the remaining countries plus new costs for reorienting

the program.

The Vice President asked Dr. Stoltenberg that if he could have his

wishcis fulfilled what would he want from the U.S. Dr. Stoltenberg

answered: (1) If ELDO more bilateral projects; (2) greater

cooperation in the international telecornmunications projects; (3)

cooperative use of the new big atomic accelerators. Then Dr.

Stoltenberg spoke briefly on the telecommunications problem ancl the

difficult French position.
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The Vice President again suggested the FRG leadership potential

and the hope of greater U.S. /FRG and U.S. /European multilateral

cooperation.

e00 Of2L'.)/cft
00 Rielly
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL AFFAIRS

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILES 

May 6, 1966

SUBJECT: Cooperation with ELDO

Participants: Sir Solly Zuckerman
Dr. Francis Panton, Defense Counselor,
British Embassy
Mr. Herman Pollack, SCI
Col. James W. Milner, SCI
Mr. LeRoy F. Percival, EUR/RPE

Sir Solly opened the conversation by reference to
Dr. William Greulich's visit at which the possiblity of

US assistance or cooperation with ELDO was discussed.

Sir Solly stated he wanted to explore further what
we had in mind; what kind of assistance to ELDO was
intended. Mr. Pollack stated that before he answered

that question, he would like to determine what ELDO
needed in the way of assistance to make it continue as
a viable organization. Sir Solly expressed the British
Government position as being "concerned with budget";
that ELDO looked as if it had no end to its expenditures
and there was no forseeable economic return on the UK
investment. He pointed out that ELDO was launched initi-
ally by the British for political purposes in order that
the British would be participating in this additional
European organization at a time it was making a bid to
join the common market. It was now felt that there had

been nothing of value coming into the UK because of ELDO

and that the other partners had received considerably

more benefits.

He asked why we wanted to do something for ELDO at

this time. Mr. Pollack replied (1) that we would not
like to see a multilateral organization in Western Europe

fail at this particular time because it would have

serious and far reaching implications; (2) for reasons

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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of arms control we prefer multilateral launcher devel-
opment to national programs; (3) in implementing the
President's toast to Chancellor Erhard we were seeking
new and different ways of expanding cooperation in space
because we consider that there is a close connection be-
tween technological gap and the development of space
technology; and (4) that he personally did not rule out
the possibility of the Soviets moving into the vacuum,
if ELDO collapsed.

Sir Sally then asked the question, "If, to go to
the other extreme, ELDO folds would the US launch satel-
lites, including communications satellites, for European
countries and/or ESRO?"

Mt. Pollack replied that as far as scientific satel-
lites were concerned this offer had already been made.
While there was no clear cut answer at this time, it was
unlikely that the US would provide launches for communi-
cations satellites outside the INTELSAT framework.

Sir Solly pointed out that the offer of US coopera-
tion (as a result of the President's toast to Erhard) had
been presented to him (by his staff) only in the form of
a Jupiter probe. He was unaware of the breadth and flexi-
bility of our proposal and that a list of ten examples
which included the Jupiter probe had been left with UK
personnel by the Advance Team.

A discussion of the type of technical assistance
required then ensued centering on high energy non-storable
fuels. Sir Solly was not sure of what ELDO's requirements
for assistance were or just how we could help. He also
had some reservations about the French and their reaction
to any US offer of cooperation with ELDO. He was quite
concerned with the limited amount of time which remains
between now and the early June meetings of ELDO which
limited the amount of coordination within the British
Government that could be performed. Sir Solly said it was
his personal view that the UK would continue in ELDO, but
there were strong negative pressures against. The Foreign

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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Office and the Ministry of Aviation favor continued par-

ticipation.

He also asked if Mr. Pollack could give him prior

to the ELDO meeting any indications, even though not a

final government position, of what position we might

take. Mr. Pollack replied that he doubted that a US
government position would be developed in that length

of time but that he would communicate to him any devel-

opments that had taken place.

Sir Solly pointed out the many British officials
no longer see ELDO as a bridge into Europe i.e0 the
political reason for its creation no longer exists.

However, there were other political considerations for

its continuance which he did not personally discount.

As he was responsible for drafting a Cabinet paper on

the subject, he would certainly see that all pertinent
considerations were presented. He expected that the

paper for the Cabinet would have to be completed within

5 or 6 weeks.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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DEPARTMUNT Or STATE:.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENUIFIC AND TFCIIHOLmICAL An AIN
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILES

May 11, 1966

PARTICIPANTS: Mr. Max Mayer, Ministerial Director for Space
Dr. Karl Treml, Personal aide to Stoltenberg
Mr. Nesbitt and Col. Milner, SCI
Mr. Percival, EUR/RPE and Mr. Crowley EUR/CER
Dr. William Williams, SCIATT/Bonn

SUBJECT: ELDO

Max Mayer discussed the ELDO situation along the
following lines. The problems confronting ELDO today
are primarily financial. The present estimate ($400
million) to develop ELDO A is approximately twice the
original estimate ($196 million). He gave these rea-
sons: general inflation and rising costs although
this was a minor part of it; original estimates based
on French and British costs experience in design and
building of a single stage vehiCle were not valid;
problems of integration of a multistage vehicle; prob-
lems of interface between industry of the several
nations making up ELDO; the interface between govern-
ments; the development of the managerial staff of ELDO;
problems of transferring funds and equipment from one
country to another. All these added up to overruns
in money and time.

Max Mayer talked about UK relationship to ELDO.
In general the Ministry of Technology and the Treasury
in the UK were against further participation in ELDO.
They argued that no adequate returil'could be foreseen
for the large investment being made in a tight budget
situation. The Ministry of Aviation and the Foreign
Ministry were in favor of ELDO. In the beginning

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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Sir Solly Zuckerman was strongly against continuin
g the

ELDO program but Mayer says he (Zuckerman) is now in

favor of it. With its limited funds some members of

the British Government desired to approach the techno-

logical development problem in a different manner i.e.

put the money in technical training and education

instead of space programs.

Mr. Mayer expressed a strong German desire to con-

tinue with ELDO. Alternatives to an ELDO without the

UK were being considered, but they presented many diffi-

cult .problems. He agreed that the collapse of ELDO

would have serious consequences - it would lead to lack

of confidence in other multilateral European organiza-

tions. (If one partner drops out how can the others

be trusted.)

Mayer pointed out that Peyrefitte won his fight in

the French Cabinet to keep France in ELDO. It is cer-

tain if ELDO fails France will develop its own launchers.

ELDO's problems stem from lack of know-how. The British

and French had no three stage launcher experience when

they launched the ELDO-A program. Interface problems -

government-to-government, industry-to-industry, govern-

ment-to-industry, etc. caused difficulties. The British

were impatient in 1963 and pushed a third stage develop-

ment, but they budgeted year by year and sometimes by

even less than a year's period which made it very incon-

venient to operate.' Mayer further pointed out that of

the $204 million increase in costs for ELDO 707 has

already been allocated. Mayer also pointed out that

British firms received more in payments from the program

than the UK's contribution.

In reply to a specific query as to how the US

might help ELDO, Mayer responded that for ELDO-A per-

haps some management techniques would be helpful. He

was uncertain, however, as to whether ELDO Headquarters

would be receptive to such "technical assistance." US

management know-how either on a company-to-company or

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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government-to-government basis for ELDO might be help-
ful. As for ELDO-B and other advanced programs, he
thought that there was considerable opportunity for
US-,4D0 cooperation such as assistance in building a
high energy upper stage, management assistance and
perhaps the purchase of first stages of the Thor
vehicle.

Mayer said that the Federal Republic experience
with the third stage has built teams which are quite
capable of taking over other advanced spacecraft prob-
lems. (The teams from the north and the south of
Germany are now working together.)

Mayer commented that ESRO is very different from
ELDO. It is a coordinator for national efforts.
ELDO is an integrated organization to realize a single
project. To preserve ELDO without the UK, he speculated
about the possibilities of licensing the Blue Streak
or buying it or the Thor for the first stage,

SCI:JWMilner:vm1
May 12, 1966

Clid with: EUR - Mr. Percival
EUR - Mr. Crowley
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 29, 1966

NATIONAL SECURITY ACTION MEMORANDUM NO. 354

TO: The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Administrator, National Aeronautics

and Space Administration
The Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission

SUBJECT: U. S. Cooperation with the European Launcher

Development Organization (ELDO)

The President has noted the memorandum of July 24, 1966, from

the Department of State transmitting the conclusion of the Ad Hoc

Committee of the National Aeronautics and Space Council that it is

a matter of urgency that we clarify and define our policy with respect

to the development of the European Launcher Development Organiz-

ation (ELDO) and the extent of U. S. cooperation with ELDO's present

and future programs.

The President concurs in the overall statement of policy that it is in

the 11. S. interest to encourage the continued development of ELDO

through U. S. cooperation. He further approves the recommendation

that in the event that ELDO desires cooperation with the U. S. the

Department of State in consultation with NASA, the Department of

Defense and other responsible agencies, may make the above policy

known to the members of ELDO and to take such specific action in

cooperation with the other interested agencies as may be necessary

to carry out this policy.

The President has also noted that the Department of State with the

assistance and agreement of the members of the Ad Hoc Committee

of the National Aeronautics and Space Council has prepared a detailed

-CONFIDENTIAL
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statement defining the nature and extent of U. S. cooperation with ELDO
which the U. S. Government is now prepared to extend. He concurs in
the desirability of such interdepartmental program development and
requests that this statement be continuously reviewed by the responsible
agencies to ensure that it is current and responsive in terms of developing
circumstances.

w f2t,isUra
W. W. Rostow

cc: Executive Secretary, National
Aeronautics 8.E. Space Council

Special A8sistant to the President
for Science and Technology

Special Assistant to the President
for Telecommunications/

Director, Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency
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Po1iy Concerning US Cooperation with the

European Launcher Development Organization (ELDO) 

It should be made known that the US stands pre-
pared to offer cooperation and assistance to ELDO,
which would contribute to the desirability from the
European point of view of the continuation of ELDO.

A. Conditions underlying cooperation - In view
of existing policies concerning US assistance in the
development of foreign communications satellite capa-
bilities and the non-proliferation of ballistic mis-
sile delivery capabilities as stated in NSAMs 338
and 294, it is understood that in responding to re-
quests for cooperation by ELDO, US cooperation would
be selective and subject to government-to-government
agreement that launcher vehicles, components and
technology would not be used for:

1. Advancement of communication satellite
capability other than (a) to permit participation in
the US National Defense Communication Satellite System;
or (b) in connection with the Single Global Commercial
Communication Satellite System in accordance with the
provisions of the Interim Agreement and Special Agree-
ment of August 20, 1964.

2. Advancement of nuclear missile delivery
capabilities of one or more member countries.

3. Transmittal or transferral to non-ELDO
countries without US authorization.

B. Areas of US cooperation and assistance -

1. General assistance applicable to both
short and long range ELDO projects, as follows:

a. Training - Participation by ELDO
nominees in NASA seminars for technical management

1216
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training in such subjects as PERT and Companion Cost
System, Reliability and Quality Assurance in Specific
Systems, Testing and Checkout, Systems Compatibility,
Incentive Contracting.

b. Facilitating export licenses for ELDO
requirements, including an extension of the ELDO
export certification process (originally adopted for
UDMH) to cover the procurement of other launch vehicle
and ground support equipment hardware. (A device to
give ELDO items priority and access beyond European
national vehicle programs.)

c. Use of NASA test facilities.

d. Designation within NASA of a technical
office specifically to serve in an expediting and
assisting role for ELDO.

2. Short range assistance in the proposed recon-
figuration of ELDO-A.

a. Make available on a case by case basis,
subject to export control approval, Atlas Standard
Launch Vehicle (SLV) technology additional to that
already provided under past export control actions.

areas as:
b. Technical advice and assistance in such

(1) Multi-stage vehicle integration.

(2) Stage separation

(3) Range organization, lay-out, and
equipment as related to the ELDO vehicle.

(4) Synchronous orbit injection techniques.

•



c. Procurement of unclassified flight
hardware in the US including such items as the Minia-
ture Integrating Gyro (MIG) strapped-down "guidance"
(auto-pilot) package used on the Scout vehicle.
Comparable hardware has already been exported to
Japan.

3. Long range assistance in the development
of follow-up ELDO projects using high-energy cryogenic
upper stages (e.g. ELDO-B).

a. Access to related US experience and
technology as available in the Atlas-Centaur system
through technical documentation and contacts.

b. Bring ELDO technical personnel into
intimate.touch with problems of systems design, inte-
gration, and program management of a high-energy upper
such as the Centaur.

c. Consideration of joint use of a
high-energy upper stage developed in Europe.

C. Supplementary action - To supplement ELDO-A
launch services the US will sell Scout, Thor, and
Atlas vehicles and launch services for scientific and
applications satellites to Western European and other
countries as deemed appropriate and consistent with
A above.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

June 23, 1966

Honorable U. Alexis Johnson
Deputy Under Secretary for
Political Affairs

Department of State
Washington, D. C. 20520

Dear Mi. Johnson:

I am pleased to have had the opportunity to review the policy
statement on U. S. Cooperation with ELDO as prepared by the
Working Group of your International Cooperation Subcommittee
of the National Aeronautics and Space Council. I concur in the
policy statement furnished under cover of your memorandum of
June 16, 1966, subject to the revision of the U. S. Position
section as set forth in the attached. This revision is necessary
to make the stated U. S. position clearly conform with established
U. S. national policy as set forth in NSAM 338 and with the position
being taken in current U. S. negotiations and discussions with the
United Kingdom, Australia and Canada concerning the satisfaction
of communications needs which are vital to national security and
which cannot be met by commercial facilities.

Sincerely,

tatinWQQQ*
D. O'Connell
stant to the President
communications/

Director of Telecommunications Management

Attachments

DECLASSIFIED

Authority  wAiver 
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A. Conditions underlying cooperation -

In view of existing policies conct U. S. assistance in the 
development of foreign communications satellite capabilities Uut44i
yid it N1lm8N7 and the non-proliferation of ballistic missile delivery
capabilities 1/11/alikik,E1/ as stated in NSAMs ZO7f 338 and AZ $ 294, it is
understood that in responding to requests for cooperation by ELDO,
US cooperation would be subject to government-to-government agreement
that launcher vehicles, components and technology would not be used for: 

1. Advancement of communication  satellite capability other 
than (a) to permit participation in the U. S. Na'.i,)nal Defense Communication 
Satellite System; or (b) in connection with the Single Global Commercial 
Communication Satellite  .Sistern in accordance with the provisions of the
Interim Agreement and Special Agreement of August 20, 1964. 

2. Advancement of national nuclear  missile delivery capability.

3. Transmittal or transferral to non-ELDO countries without U. S. 
authorization.

/ num)/ Wirilichid Nc1111,1 /tifik,it  R4.614-irkafrilkhit /
11 Azdh6Irkilkkli/c/ iga1b,64-t tdchiviA t al/ c6irithiliV-9- Vikkifs/ 4 41/01 itkl

/

1 I Vildrithiclii lik114.4Y cid I kki1-rAi6(bifi4l ith,81
144 (4 Oki iksAr 4431rIcirlt1 qf kikiiich*V1116,Arclaiil AlAHsliA IcYciliWii klaipeaViit Ny144 ci Nu'
16i git itcYcici ,t6 4V1-44-10 icithink4'4 it,

B. Areas of US cooperation and assistance 

4. To supplement ELDO-A launch services the US will sell
launch services for scientific and applications satellites to Western
European and other countries as deemed appropriate/  and consistent 
with A above.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON .

June. 16, 1966

CONFIDE.4TIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

The Honorable
James O'Connell,
Special Assistant to the President
for Telecommunications.

I refer to my memorandum of May 13 which
established a Working Group under Mr. Pollack's
chairmanship for the International Cooperation
Subcommittee of the National Aeronautics and
Space Council. The Working Group, at its meeting of
June 9, completed a policy statement on coopera-
tion with ELDO which is attached. I would appre-
ciate very much your concurrence and any comments
you may have by June 2

Attachment:

U. Alexis J hnp
Deputy Under Secr tary
for Political Af airs

Policy Statement
on Cooperation
with ELDO

CONFIDENT IAL 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

US COOPERATION WITH ELDO

Background

JU:1 0 MG
DECLASBIFLED
S. 12968, Sec. 3.4

By Date 5-11-it'3"'

In the spring of 1966 the British Government began
the process of reconsideration of its participation in
ELDO. When it became apparent that this reconsideration
might lead to British withdrawal from ELDO, the United
States made known to the British and to certain other
members of ELDO its hope that the British would continue
their ELDO membership and participation. The United States
informed the British that a "U.S. position would be pre-
pared providing for cooperation with ELDO in the event
ELDO members desire such cooperation." At the meeting of
ELDO on June 9, Great Britain sought a reduction in the
British ELDO assessment. The decision to follow this
course of action rather than anticipated withdrawal from
ELDO was no doubt influenced by the severe European reac-
tion to the possibility or British withdrawal and to the
expressions of U.S. interest in the continuation of ELDO
and the U.S. willingness to cooperate with ELDO should
ELDO desire. Final decisions on the future of ELDO will
presumably be taken at its next meeting now scheduled for
July 7. It is therefore desirable to have available as
promptly as possible for contingency use the U.S. position
on cooperation with ELDO.

Policy Considerations

The principal US interest in the continuation of ELDO
is political rather than programmatic. British withdrawal
from ELDO or ELDO's demise would adversely affect U.S.
foreign policy objectives in the following respects:

A. It would be unforcunae not only with respect to
British political relationships with the Continent and the
Common Market but also could have an adverse impact on
other European multilateral efforts.

B. The US prefers multilateral to national programs
of launcher.development which might be stimulated in the
absence of ELDO.

CONFIDENTIAL 



C. The US is concerned that, if ELDO were to be
dissolved, France will devote its resources to a national,
military-related program or that it may establish undesir-
able bilateral relationships for the construction of sat-
ellite launch vehicles.

D. The US feels that Europe's technological develop-
ment is in part dependent upon its participation in major
space activities involving highly advanced technology.

US Position

It should be made known that the US stands prepared
to offer cooperation and assistance to ELDO, which would
contribute to the desirability from the European point of
view to the continuation of ELDO.

A. Conditions underlying cooperation -

In view of existing policies relating to INTELSAT
and the non-proliferation of ballistic missile delivery
capabilities contained in NSAMs 294 and 338, it is under-
stood that in responding to requests for cooperation by
ELDO, US cooperation would be subject to government-to-
government agreement that:

1. ELDO members would honor their INTELSAT
commitments (i.e.: adherence to the single global commercial
communications satellite system).

2. Launcher vehicles, components and technology
would not be used for advancement of natioral nuclear mis-
sile delivery capability nor be provided to non-ELDO countries.

B. Areas of US cooperation and assistance -

We are prepared to provide the following to ELDO:

1. General assistance applicable to both short
andlong range ELDO projects.

CONFIDENTIAL 
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a. Training - Participation by ELDO nom-
inees in NASA seminars for technical management training
in such subjects as PERT and Companion Cost System, Reli-
ability and Quality Assurance in Specific Systems, Testing
and Checkout, Systems Compatibility, Incentive Contracting.

b. Facilitating export licenses for ELDO
requirements, including an extension of the ELDO export
certification process (originally adopted for UDMII) to
cover the procurement of other launch vehicle and ground
support equipment hardware. (A device to give ELDO items
priority and access beyond European national vehicle pro-
grams.)

c. Use of NASA test facilities.

d. Designation within NASA of a technical
office specifically to serve in an expediting and assisting
role for ELDO.

2. Short range assistance in the proposed recon-
figuration of ELDO-A.

a. Recision of theFebruary 15, 1962 cut-
off date for the transfer of Atlas Technology under the
original Blue Streak agreements between Rocketdyne and
Rolls-Royce (engine) and General Dynamics and Hawker-
Siddeley Dynamics (stage).

areas as:
b. Technical advice and assistance in such

(1) Multi-stage vehicle integration.

(2) Stage separation.

(3) Range organization, lay-out, and
equipment as related to the ELDO
vehicle

(4) Synchronous orbit injection tech-
niques.

CONFIDENTIAL



c. Procurement of unclassified Night
hardware in the US including such items as the Miniature
Integrating Gyro (M1G) strapped-down "guidance" (auto-
pilot) package used on the Scout vehicle. This has already
been exported to Japan.

3. Long range assistance in the development of
follow-up ELDO projects using high-energy cryogenic upper
stages (e.g. ELDO-B).

a. Access to related US experience and
technology as available in the Atlas-Centaur system through
technical documentation and contacts.

b. Bring ELDO technical personnel into in-
timate touch with problems of systems design, integration,
and program management of a high-energy upper stage such as
the Centaur.

C. Consideration of joint use of a high-
energy upper stage developed in Europe.

4 To supplement ELDO-A launch services the US
will sell launch services for scientific and applications
satellites to Western European and other countries as
deemed appropriate. .
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